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Spreads Wings with AOP

How Ignitia Helped ENCA

A small Christian academy in Florida is making a big

Customizable for All Types of Learners. Sixty percent

difference in the lives of special needs students with the

of ENCA enrollees have learning disabilities, ranging

help of curriculum from Alpha Omega Publications. Serving

from dyslexia to attention deficit hyperactivity disorder

31 students on site and 25 online, Eagle Nest Christian

to autism. According to administrator Dr. Doug Boucheŕ,

Academy uses AOP’s online curriculum, Ignitia, for students

AOP’s online curriculum has been instrumental in his

in grades 3-12 for both on-campus and virtual learning

students’ academic success.

environments, as well as AOP’s award-winning Horizons
print curriculum for students in grades K-2. Both ENCA and
Eagle Nest Online Academy are fully accredited through the
American Council of Private Schools Accreditation.

At-a-Glance School Profile
Location: Panama City, FL
Established: 2007
Enrollment: 56

Enables Academic Success. ENCA consistently
surpasses state and national scores on standardized and
college preparatory tests with students averaging a “B” in
AOP courses.
Easy to Recommend. Dr. Boucheŕ regularly recommends
AOP’s online curriculum to local churches looking to start
schools because of its biblical foundation and flexibility.
Accessible Anytime, Anywhere. ENCA is an arm of
Eagle Nest International Ministries, which hopes to
incorporate AOP’s curriculum into its missionary work in
the Philippines. Since 1991, the ministry has founded over
200 churches, several Christian schools, and a college on
the islands of the country. They also are planning to open
a children’s home.
Gives Graduates Confidence. Of the 56 students who
have earned diplomas from ENCA, 49 have pursued
college degrees, enrolled in vocational school, or joined
the military.

“

I’ve seen such great things. Kids come in here
with no self-esteem, and because we can

customize their curriculum, we can get successes.
We start seeing self-esteem go up, and then negative
behavior goes down.
― Dr. Doug Boucheŕ, Administrator

Call AOP at 877-688-2652 to learn how your school can grow with Ignitia!
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